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Serious? Recently I've been introduced to the term "non-sense," and for some reason I was very
confused. The way I was understanding the term, I didn't quite think it could apply to me, but I

thought it was a useful way of thinking about things because I generally enjoy being able to look at
things in terms of "good/bad/true/false." I've learned that I can definitely spot a load of non-sense

when I hear it, so it's not too hard to tell someone to knock it off. While having an easy way to grasp
the world around me was an asset for a while, I've found over the years that it has caused me to

make some pretty nonsensical assessments of myself. What's really funny though, is that even when
I start to think about this phenomenon I still find it difficult to pin point exactly where I'm going

wrong. I've heard stories of famous athletes who are mentally overwhelmed by the roar of their own
crowd, and they say that they can sense when they're in that state, but I just don't find it that easy
to catch. I wonder if I don't see it because I know it's an issue and know what to look for. I wonder if
I'm the same way with my feelings. I wonder if I could tell by actually putting my mind on it, but my
mind is too quick to follow what I'm thinking about and I'd probably decide that I'm being irrational
and so I think nothing of it. I wonder if it's because I know that I'm in a bad headspace, but I don't

realize that until it's too late. Sometime I wonder if I can't tell that I'm in a bad headspace because I
know myself so well that there are parts of me that wouldn't let me know it was something else.

Maybe it's an excuse not to acknowledge the truth, or maybe it's just that I'm a smart enough person
to know that there are times when I say or do things that I don't really mean, but I can't think what
other things I might be doing that would be another example of that. I guess I need to look more

closely at myself though, because I'm pretty sure that
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this file. // step.directive.js
var app =

angular.module('myApp',
[]); app.directive('step',

function() { return {
restrict: 'E', replace: 'true',
template: 'Leave', scope: {

'test': '=' }, controller:
function($scope) {

$scope.leave = function() {
$scope.test = 'hello'; } } };
}); Here is my parent app.js
file: // app.js app.controller('
appController', function() {

var vm = this; });
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app.directive('myApp',
function() { return {

restrict: 'E', template: '',
replace: true }; }); And a
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